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INTRODUCTION

The Central Database of Handicaps (CDH) was introduced in 2009 to assist Golf Clubs in the administration of their member’s handicaps and in particular in the transfer of qualifying scores back to the player’s home golf club.

The CDH has in excess of 1800 golf clubs and approx 750,000 men and women registered on the system.

One of the key principles in the operation of the system is that each home club member, with a CONGU handicap, is assigned a CDH ID number. This number will allow other clubs to confirm the individual’s membership of a golf club as well as their exact playing handicap. This is particularly useful in terms of entry into Open competitions and the increasing number of clubs operating online entries.

It is also vitally important that clubs do not automatically issue a new CDH number to a new member without first checking whether a CDH number has been previously assigned. This can be achieved by confirming with the player or upon checking the CDH.

It is hoped the following information will help clubs and handicapping committees in the operation of the CDH. Provided key principles are followed the CDH will save administration time for all concerned with the administration of competitions and handicapping.
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INITIAL REGISTRATION AND UPLOADING OF HANDICAPPING DATA TO THE CDH
In order to use the CDH the club first be in possession of CONGU approved handicapping software. A list of suppliers can be found at www.congu.com. The club also need internet access. If this is not available at the club the CDH can be used at home or the office PC/Laptop.

Before the club can use the CDH they must first have registered to the system. This process identifies them as an affiliated club as well allocating them a 7 digit ID code that enables their particular handicapping software to be linked to the CDH.

Registration also allocates them access to the CDH database at http://cdh.egu.org.uk and allows them to view the playing handicaps of all golf club members. More information on the use of the CDH can be found later in the guide.

Upon registration an email is sent confirming the club ID number. This ID number is then included in the process of uploading their handicapping data via a set up wizard in their software. This process, depending on the speed of your internet connection, takes approx 15 mins. Once registration and upload of data has been completed all home members will have been allocated a 10 digit CDH number.

MAINTENANCE OF CLUB HANDICAPPING SOFTWARE
It is imperative golf clubs maintain an accurate handicapping database. It has been found since the development of the CDH that clubs data is inaccurate. Individuals are still identified as home members who are either no longer playing members of the club, who are deceased, who are home members at other clubs and in some cases visitors who have either paid a green fee in the past or competed in a clubs open day competition.

In order to ensure the accuracy of the database clubs must ensure that:

- All playing members are identified as either home or away members. If status should change please identify it within the software
- Playing members transferring to social membership (and therefore their CONGU handicap) are removed from the software.
- Remove all deceased members from the software
- Remove all members leaving the club from the software
- Update the CDH

The various software suppliers may give differing options in identifying the above. Any doubt as to how to do this please contact your relevant supplier.

Away members
Under the CONGU Unified Handicapping System (UHS) a member is only entitled to one CONGU handicap, irrespective of the number of clubs in which they are a member. Please ensure that if you have any members in this category you make them aware of this
requirement and that they are identified as such within the software. This will ensure that members are only allocated one CDH number and that all qualifying scores are correctly sent back to the relevant home club.

It is not a requirement of the CONGU UHS for the away club to have an up to date record of the member’s exact handicap or qualifying scores. The correct playing handicap is entered every time they compete in a qualifying competition at the club.

**ALLOCATION OF CDH LIFETIME ID NUMBERS**

A CDH number is assigned to a home club member upon the clubs initial registration and upload to the CDH. Once these have been allocated it should only be necessary to allocate a new CDH number to someone new to club membership or who has transferred from a club not using the CDH. The CDH however currently holds many duplicated numbers. These have been created under the following circumstances:

- Multiple upload of handicapping data through the use of different PC’s/Laptops

Please ensure that if you have the clubs handicapping data on multiple systems that they are all the same and that one computer holds the master copy. Should additional handicapping software not contain the members CDH number and is connected to the internet it is possible for another CDH number to be accidently assigned.

- Allocation of a CDH number to someone who is already in possession of a number previously allocated by another club

As identified previously it is vitally important for all playing members are to be correctly identified as home or away players in the software. Always ensure that new members are asked whether they already hold a CDH number upon joining the club. All software will have a facility to either enter a new member with a CDH number or to create a new CDH number.

Most affiliated golf clubs are now using the CDH and allocated members CDH numbers. It is therefore likely that new members transferring from another club will already have a CDH number.

Where a club is aware of duplicate numbers please contact the England Golf’s Club Services department.

**COMPETITION MANAGEMENT AND UPLOADING OF QUALIFYING SCORES**

The introduction of the CDH has reduced the workload associated with the running of qualifying competitions and especially those that include non home club members. In the past, name, club and handicap had to be entered into the software. On conclusion of the event letters were printed off and information pertaining to the players score posted to their home club.
The CDH now allows players data to be entered into the software via their CDH number. This populates the name, club and handicap fields required. On conclusion of the event and once CSS and results have been identified the scores of the players, both home and away, are sent electronically to the CDH. The CDH identifies the home clubs and forwards on the data for handicapping adjustment.

Once received by the home club the player’s handicap record is updated with the information and the relevant handicap adjustment applied. This negates the need for hard copy information to be returned to the club and the manual entering of scores. Please avoid entering any scores manually unless you are sure that scores will not be returned electronically through the CDH.

Ideally the above sending and updating of scores to and from the CDH should be an automatic feature. Please ensure where applicable that the software is set to automatically carry out these functions. This can be found alongside other internal software uploads such as HowDoIDo (Club Systems) and Master Scoreboard (HandicapMaster).

TRANSFERRAL OF MEMBERS
There will obviously be occasions when there is a need to remove a member who has left the club from the software. It is important that this is done as without it the player or their CDH number cannot be entered into another clubs software as a home player.

Similarly should a member change their status from a home to away member of the club this must be identified within the software. All software has the capability of identifying members in this way.

Once a members CDH number has been ‘released’ from the software they are identified on the CDH as ‘Home Club Not Set’. At this point the new club can enter the player and CDH number as a home player.

RETRIEVAL OF AWAY QUALIFYING SCORES
Once scores are sent to the players home club they are either entered into the players record automatically or they require the home club to manually accept them. Please ensure that should your system require a manual acceptance of scores that this is done on a daily basis throughout the summer playing season.

It is also possible to check for away scores via the CDH. By clicking on Club Reports/Away Scores and entering the specified period will identify what scores have been returned and whether these have been included in the players handicap record.
SEARCHING FOR CDH NUMBERS
Accessing the CDH directly [http://cdh.egu.org.uk](http://cdh.egu.org.uk) allows the user to gain information on not only their own members but also that of players entering club Open competition.

General Reports – Find Players
The function allows you to search for players by either CDH number alone or a combination of their name, current handicap and golf club.

This will provide the players CDH number, exact handicap and when it was last updated:
Club Reports
Club Reports is basically a duplication of the information stored on your handicapping database and allows you to view your club membership list (Registered Members), an individual handicap (Player Handicap) and away scores received at the club (Away Scores).

Registered Members – This list should replicate the information you have on your handicap software. You can also export the full list into an Excel document, this will allow you to highlight any players who for whatever reason should not appear on this list. In order to get the information correct on the CDH, England Golf ask that you forward this list (with players highlighted for deletion) through the CDH Enquiry System.
Union Reports

**Player Handicap Report** - Allows you to view the individual playing record of any of your home players:

![Player Handicap Report]

**Age Analysis** - Allows you to view the age breakdown of your membership, subject to the age of your members being included in your handicapping software.

**Handicap Status Analysis** - Allows you to identify the status of the member’s handicaps:
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Handicap Category - Allows you to identify number of players in each handicap category:

Handicap Range - Allows you to identify the number of members within a specific handicap range:
Viewing rights on the CDH are based on three levels:

1. **Club Level** – Allows the individual club to view the playing handicap of all players in the country in addition to the playing records of its members.

2. **County Level** – Allows the County Union to view the playing handicaps of all players in the country in addition to the playing records of all members affiliated to the county union.

3. **National Level** – Allows access to the playing handicaps and handicap records of all players in the country.

It must be reiterated that only the handicapping information is available on the CDH. No personal information, home addresses, emails, tel nos. are recorded.

**CDH Enquiry System**
The CDH also has a two tier Enquiry System that allows a golf club to send either:

- **CDH Enquiry** – For questions related to either information held on the CDH or an issue regarding your handicap software.

- **Handicap Enquiry** – For Handicap questions related to CONGU, or a question regarding a player’s handicap record.

This will be sent to the relevant organisations that will endeavour to resolve any issues.
CDH CHECKLIST
In order to ensure that all clubs are operating the system correctly they should conduct a self audit using the simple checklist detailed below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDH Requirement</th>
<th>Yes/No</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Have all members within the handicapping system been identified as either Home or Away players?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have Away players CDH numbers been included in your handicapping software?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you always ensure that ex-members are removed from your handicapping database?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Are new members always asked for their CDH number?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is your handicapping data on multiple systems? If so, do you ensure that multiple uploads of data are not occurring?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is your system automatically set to send data to the CDH?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do you check for Away scores on a regular basis?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Have you notified all your members of their CDH numbers?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

By ensuring the few above simple steps are followed the CDH will prove to be an invaluable tool to golf clubs in the administration of competitions and handicapping.

HANDICAPPING SOFTWARE
This guide gives generic information on the CDH. Due to the varying methods in which software works it may be necessary in some instances to contact your software supplier.

All CONGU compliant software is required as part of their licensing agreement, to comply with the requirements of CONGU and in the creation and development of any Centralised Systems of Handicapping developed by the home unions.

ADDITIONAL CONTACT DETAILS
Further information or enquiries on the CDH can be directed to:

Club Services Department
clubsupport@englandgolf.org
01526 354500